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ABSTRACT

Background and Goals: Although health care quality improvement has traditionally involved extensive work with paper records, the adoption of health information technology has increased the use of electronic record and administrative systems. Despite these advances, quality improvement practitioners now and for the foreseeable future need guidance in defining populations of individuals for study and in selecting and analyzing sample data from such populations. Statistical data analysis in health care research often involves using samples to make inferences about populations. The investigator needs to consider the goals of the study, whether sampling is to be used, and the type of population being studied. While there are numerous sampling strategies designed to conserve resources and yield accurate results, one of these techniques—use of the finite population correction (FPC)—has received relatively little attention in health care sampling contexts. It is important for health care quality practitioners to be aware of sampling options that may increase accuracy and conserve resources. This article describes common sampling situations in which the issue of the finite population correction decision often arises.

Methods: This article describes 3 relevant sampling situations that influence the design and analysis phases of a study and offers guidance for choosing the most effective and efficient design. Situation 1: The study or activity involves taking a sample from a large finite target population for which enumerative inferences are needed. Situation 2: The population is finite and the study is enumerative. A complete enumerative count of “defects” in the process is needed so that remediation can occur. Here, statistical inference is unnecessary. Situation 3: The target population is viewed as infinite; such populations are “conceptual populations” [1] or “processes”.

Results: The article shows how savings in resources can be achieved by choosing the correct analytic framework at the conceptualization phase of study design. Choosing the right sampling approach can produce accurate results at lower costs. Several examples are presented and the implications for health services research are discussed.

Conclusion: By clearly specifying the objectives of a study and considering explicitly whether the data are a sample or a population, the practitioner may be able to design a more efficient study and thereby conserve resources. This article provides a conceptual framework in the form of three situations, several examples, and an algorithm (Figure 1) to help the intervention planner determine how to classify the study and when to apply the FPC.
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1. Introduction

Although health care quality improvement has traditionally involved extensive work with paper records, the adoption of health information technology has increased the use of electronic record and administrative systems. Despite these advances, quality improvement (QI) practitioners now and for the foreseeable future need guidance in research methodology to improve the usefulness and generalizability of QI studies. Berenholtz et al., for example, have proposed that QI studies should employ methodologies sufficiently rigorous to address potential study bias and facilitate valid inferences from QI projects [2]. Those authors proposed a checklist involving key areas of study design, including random error, bias (selection, measurement and analytic), and confounding. In this article we address two components of the list: sample (a sample is a collection of units from a population [3]) size calculation and appropriateness of the statistical analysis.

The practice of QI is, of necessity, often multidisciplinary, with practicing clinicians and provider-based intervention planners, health services researchers, and biostatisticians. These individuals interact to design the study, manage the data collection, analyze the data, and help stakeholders conceptualize the research questions and study results before and after the study is implemented.
This article may be of interest to all such participants, because as we will show, more than one perspective may be necessary to design and analyze a study correctly.

Defining populations of individuals for study and in selecting and analyzing sample data from such populations is a fundamental component of any QI study. Statistical data analysis in health care research often involves using samples to make inferences about populations, and the literature is filled with theory and methods of inference for such situations. Statistical sampling involves making statements about the characteristics of a population on the basis of reviewing a representative subset of that population. There are statistical rules for defining the population, constructing a sampling frame, selecting a random sample, and extrapolating from the sample to the population.

While there are numerous sampling strategies designed to conserve resources and yield accurate results, one of these techniques, the finite population correction (FPC) [4] has received relatively little attention in health care sampling contexts. It is important for health care quality practitioners to be aware of sampling options that may increase accuracy and conserve resources. This article describes common sampling situations in which the issue of the finite population decision often arises.

1.1. Objectives

We focus here on potentially ambiguous and problematic types of sampling situations, which occur often in health care sampling contexts. These situations may occur and be addressed at a study’s design phase, and, because the design should determine the analysis, our discussion has implications for the analysis, too. Our objective is to provide illustrations of these situations and offer guidance for choosing more efficient and appropriate solutions to sampling design and analysis challenges.

A sample has value when it provides actionable information about the population of interest. The entire population consists of measurements on all units of interest to the study, but complete enumeration of the entire population of units is unlikely to be accessible for cost or logistical reasons. This of course is not true when a medical practice uses a fully electronic record. We select a subset or sample of the population so that we may obtain sufficient information to address the problem we are trying to solve [5]. A statistical power analysis or other method is used to calculate, under various assumptions, the needed sample size.

To be efficient and effective, the study sample should be as small as possible to conserve resources and to ease implementation, but large enough to enable comparison of the effects of interventions or the estimation of quantities of interest with adequate precision. A sample design may be too large—that is, inefficient and more costly than necessary. Samples that are too small are ineffective; they do not provide sufficiently precise estimates. During the analysis phase, although the sample size may be correct, the analytic framework for interpreting the results of the analysis may be flawed and lead to incorrect estimates.

1.2. Sample and Statistical Power

An example of a study objective, for sample size estimation purposes, is detecting the effect of a QI intervention before and after the implementation of an intervention. More specifically, the interest is in comparing pre-intervention baseline performance to post-intervention performance. Alternatively, interest may center on the impact of the intervention by comparing the effect on a group of patients that received a QI intervention (e.g., educational materials) vs. a group of patients that did not receive the intervention being studied. Sometimes, published information can be used to help estimate the size of the sample required, but such information is often not available, and we need to make educated guesses about the value of key study parameters (a parameter is “a numerical property of a population, such as its mean”) [3]. The most important aspect of the sample size estimation process is clear specification of the study objective. A sample size “power” calculation [6] requires some information about several parameters. The statistical power approach is used when objectives are formulated as hypothesis tests.

A different, but related approach for calculating samples sizes is to frame the problem as one in which the objective of the study is to estimate key parameters. In this approach, which we adopt in this article, we assume that we will present study results in terms of confidence intervals (“A confidence interval for a parameter is a random interval constructed from data in such a way that the probability that the interval contains the true value of the parameter can be specified before the data are collected” [3]). Using this approach:

- We determine, based upon the study objectives, what measure we need to use. As an example, say our objective is to calculate the percentage of HMO members who smoke to help decide whether a QI intervention is needed (note: following common usage, we use the terms “percentage”, “rate”, and “proportion” interchangeably. Technically, each of these quantities has different mathematical properties).
- We specify the level of confidence we need to have in our estimates. This level is usually set at 95% (the equivalent of a statistical significance test at the level of 5%).

We estimate the variability of the statistical measures we plan to use to estimate the parameter of interest. Say that the statistic (a number that can be computed from
data… used to estimate parameters, and to test hypotheses) is a percentage. We have a rough idea of its size (e.g., we expect that approximately 90% of those patients discharged from the hospital with a diagnosis of AMI received aspirin at discharge. The variance (the average of the squares of the deviations… [of a list of numbers]… from their mean) 1 of measures expressed as percentages is “built-in” because the variance of a percentage is the percentage itself multiplied by its complement: \[(1 – 0.90) \times (0.90)\] = 0.09 in this example. Percentages closer to the middle of the zero to 100% range (around 50%), have smaller variance than percentages closer to the extremes, that is, closer to zero or to 100%). Estimating the variance of means (averages), in contrast to percentages, is less straightforward, but literature searches can help find such estimates in similar studies, and some sample size software can help estimate the variability of means. We need to specify the desired degree of “precision” of our sample estimate. We specify precision as the width of the desired confidence interval. Narrower sized confidence intervals, all other things being equal, provide more information, but at the price of a larger required sample size. A common way to express precision is to specify that the desired margin of error is plus or minus a specific number of percentage points (p.p.).

We now have the information to estimate the percentage of patients receiving aspirin at discharge from the hospital as mentioned above. If we have no knowledge of the size of the percentage we are trying to estimate, standard practice is to assume that the percentage is around 50%. This leads to the maximum possible (and therefore most costly) sample size, but this conservative approach guards against choosing a sample too small to yield sufficiently precise results. Alternatively, if we have data available from existing studies, we might choose a more evidence-based percentage, such as approximately 90% [7].

We further assume that we desire the size of the interval that would contain the true percentage to be no larger than 10 (±5) percentage points. Furthermore, we want to be 95% sure of our estimate of the size of this interval. With these assumptions, we can look up the minimum sample size in a table, or enter the assumptions into a computer program to calculate the necessary number of members (or their charts) to sample.

Note that we have not yet mentioned the size of the population (the sampling frame) from which the sample will be selected, which may have a major impact on the final sample size required. Note also that the availability of information on possible correlated factors of interest (i.e., covariates used in model building) or costs of data collection can yield more sophisticated sample size estimates, but this is a more advanced topic. Reliable statistical software is available to process the estimates of the parameters described above to produce a recommended minimum sample size.

2. Characterizing the Population

A population may be subject to complete enumeration, given sufficient resources, but there may also be a degree of ambiguity about how to conceptualize a population of interest. A primary concern with respect to sample design and analysis is whether the population is finite or infinite. Ceteris paribus, inferences about an infinite population require a larger sample than a finite population. The difference is often not large, but sometimes it is extremely large, and it can have large cost implications, so accurate conceptualization of the population as finite or infinite is important. This is because calculation of precision of sample estimates is related to how large a proportion of the total population is represented by the sample.

In statistical terms, the variability of the parameter estimate—that is, the size of its standard error—is reduced when working with a finite population. The finite population correction is a number between zero and one; it increases as the sample becomes a smaller proportion of the population: \[(N – n)/(N – 1)\], where \(n\) is the size of the sample and \(N\) is the size of the population. For certain purposes, \(N\) may be used in the denominator, rather than \(N – 1\) [4, p. 25]. The core statistical issue is how to calculate the standard error of the various study parameters, so that the sample size can be accurately estimated. For example, accurate determination of sample sizes for estimation of rate of prescription of aspirin after myocardial infarction in hospitals requires calculation of the standard error. Ceteris paribus, the larger the sample size, the smaller the standard error. Below we describe when it is appropriate to adjust the standard error or sample size because of the study design.

Sampling from an infinite population is the application for which many classical procedures were developed [8]. Sampling from a finite target population, however, could require a reduction in the size of the standard error [9] at the time of analysis, with implications for tests of statistical significance, confidence intervals, and study costs. Those who work with data—provider-based intervention planners, health services researchers, and biostatisticians—frequently encounter situations requiring both finite and infinite approaches. Here we present a paradigm for conceptualizing the population of interest.

Our conceptualization is grounded in W. Edward Deming’s notion of particular study types, specifically “enumerative” studies and “analytic” studies. Deming’s [1] distinction between enumerative and analytic studies and Hahn and Meeker’s [10, pp. 3-4] elaboration of that distinction are particularly helpful. It should also be noted that the value of Deming’s concepts of analytical and
enumerative studies have been noted by others in the context of health care quality improvement. For example, Provost (2011) [11] and Perla et al. (2013) [12] discuss the implications of these concepts for health care quality improvement and sampling design, but do not explicitly address the concept of the finite population correction.

Hahn and Meeker quote Deming: an analytic study is one “in which action will be taken on the process or cause-system… the aim being to improve practice in the future… interest centers in future product, not in the materials studied.” Analytic studies involve statistical inference, i.e., extrapolating and generalizing from a “subset” to the overall set from which the subset is a part. An analytic study, in this context, must entail inference. In contrast, an enumerative study is one in which “action will be taken on the material in the frame studied” [10]. An enumerative study provides information about an entire population, and does not involve extrapolation or generalization.

A tenet of continuous quality improvement (CQI) theory is that quality is better improved not by seeking out individual performance outliers, but by seeking to incrementally improve the performance of all participants in the process [13]. This aspect of CQI implies a process constituting an infinite population, in the sense that use of results is desirable not only for the limited sample (or population of individuals) who can be studied at a point or during a period of time, but also for the larger process, set of individuals, and expanded time frame about which these individuals provide insight. The sample or population observed is only a portion of the process, and the intent is to take action on the process (analytic study), not on specific individuals in a limited group (enumerative study).

3. Sampling Issues and Situations

3.1. Issues

The design process is triggered when a practitioner plans the sample size to address the study objectives. As its name suggests, the FPC [4, p. 25] should be considered when the population is finite. Application of the FPC reduces the standard error to a degree related to the size of the calculated sample relative to the size of the population. There has been some debate, however, regarding whether and when the FPC should be applied. Proponents of this procedure have offered guidelines for deciding when the procedure should be applied. Cochran suggested that the FPC be used, but “in practice the FPC can be ignored whenever the sampling fraction does not exceed 5% and for many purposes even if it is as high as 10%”. The effect of ignoring the correction is to overestimate the standard error of the estimate [4, p. 25]. Cochran recommended the 5% - 10% range at a time when sample design software was not readily available. An alternative position has been that, usually when the target population is finite and small (relative to the raw estimate of the sample), it is appropriate to reduce the sample size by applying the correction and to modify the analysis.

Many discussions in the literature concern analysis of datasets that may be considered to be the target population. A 100% census can be considered a sample in terms of time: as Deming stated, “Any census gives data of the past, but the generalizations and courses of action that are based on it concern the population as it will exist at some time in the future” [14, p. 45]. Hartley and Sielken, in describing various sampling viewpoints, review one in which the observed population is viewed as a sample from a superpopulation [15]. More recently, Elliott et al. [16, pp. 153-155] argued that the FPC not be applied to institutional quality profiling, defined as analysis of comparative performance evaluative information for health care providers such as hospitals and nursing homes. Elliott et al.’s greatest concern about use of the FPC in most profiling situations is that the method could “understate the uncertainty in data for small facilities with high (possibly 100%) sampling rates, misleading users into thinking that such a facility would be likely to provide below-average (or above-average) care to them. (In fact, because of nonresponse and other survey defects, complete data are never obtained.) We believe the standard representation of precision and uncertainty is appropriate in profiling applications, and that finite population sampling method-based approaches do not provide real gains in precision with respect to the questions that the surveys attempt to address.”

While this argument has merit, a counter-argument is that if the purpose of the study is to make an inference about the care provided to that specific group of patients in the small hospitals at that point in time, then the “finiteness” of that small population should be addressed.

3.2. Situations

Three different sampling situations are summarized in Table 1, and Figure 1 shows the decision process. (Note the similarities to Hahn and Meeker’s [1993] Figure 1, Determining When to Apply the Finite Population Correction.) The situations are presented below.

Situation 1. The study goal involves taking a sample from a large finite target population for which enumeration is needed. (Alternatively, our goal might have been to generalize to a non-finite (infinite) population over time.) We assume that we do not have the resources to count all of the admissions to support our decision-making process, so we draw a sample, make inferences

---
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Table 1. Types of samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Target Population</th>
<th>FPC</th>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Analytic or Enumerative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Finite</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Enumerative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Finite</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No sample</td>
<td>Enumerative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Analytic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FPC, finite population correction; p.p., percentage points.

Figure 1. Determining when to apply the finite population correction.
about this large population, and decide on the basis of the sample whether to take action on this large finite population. For example, failing to remove a foreign object used in surgery is an avoidable patient safety event [17]. The goal is to reduce the percentage of surgeries when patients at a specific hospital leave surgery with foreign objects (e.g., surgical sponges) in a wound cavity. In this situation, we assume that the patient population of interest is finite and that the sample to be drawn constitutes a small proportion of the target patient population. The larger the sample relative to the target population, the more useful the FPC.

It should be noted, that when sampling from a finite population, the analysis is somewhat more complicated, because the size of the population must be taken into account when statistics are computed. The full mechanics of this issue are beyond the scope of this article, but one common example is when one needs to adjust the standard error of a statistic using the FPC. Consider the sample of the frame provides a complete answer to the question posed for an enumerative problem” and adds that the emphasis is on “how many”, not “why” [1, p. 147]. Say we need to calculate the percentage of admissions with medical errors. If the finite population is small, and if we have the resources to count all of the admissions, we calculate the medical error rate and decide whether to take action on this small finite population on the basis of the statistics we calculate from this small finite population. In this situation, a sample size calculation during the design phase is not needed; the calculation of inferential statistics (e.g., confidence intervals or significance tests) during the analysis is similarly unnecessary. Descriptive statistics, such as the proportion of errors in the population, would be appropriate and necessary. Another example is calculating the screening rate and following up on the results of screening tests by identifying all unscreened patients (e.g., women for subsequent mammography or all children not screened or immunized).

**Situation 2.** The population is finite and the study is enumerative. The goal is to implement a complete enumeration—i.e. to count the number of “defects” in the process so that remediation can occur. Here, quantitative analysis is necessary, but inferential statistical analysis may not be needed because the population is finite and small enough to be counted. Deming points out that when we have access to the entire population, “a 100% sample of the frame provides a complete answer to the question posed for an enumerative problem” and adds that the emphasis is on “how many”, not “why” [1, p. 147]. Say we need to calculate the percentage of admissions with medical errors. If the finite population is small, and if we have the resources to count all of the admissions, we calculate the medical error rate and decide whether to take action on this small finite population on the basis of the statistics we calculate from this small finite population. In this situation, a sample size calculation during the design phase is not needed; the calculation of inferential statistics (e.g., confidence intervals or significance tests) during the analysis is similarly unnecessary. Descriptive statistics, such as the proportion of errors in the population, would be appropriate and necessary. Another example is calculating the screening rate and following up on the results of screening tests by identifying all unscreened patients (e.g., women for subsequent mammography or all children not screened or immunized).

**Situation 3.** The target population is viewed as infinite; such populations are “conceptual populations” [10] or “processes”. For example, managed health care providers are interested in the process of care provided by individual physicians so that quality of care can be continuously improved. Individual providers are not the target of such studies; the goal here is to improve the system of care. Note that this situation includes instances in which the number of patients in an individual physician’s panel may be sparse (e.g., three male patients aged 20 - 29 years), which justifies treating the situation as a sample from the “process” or system. In this situation, our primary objective is to take action to improve future practice, not to improve the care of the sampled population alone (although that would be an indirect benefit).

Table 1 summarizes these three situations.

Note that the above situations are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Finite populations can also be considered as a part of a superpopulation over time; what differentiates the three situations are the goals of the study as defined by the quality improvement professional. Changing the goals might change the study from analytic to enumerative. For example, if the goal of Situation 3 were to limit inference to one or several physicians’ panels during a finite time period, the study would be considered enumerative rather than analytic.

4. Sample Size Calculations for Various Populations


The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality has recommended that hospitals implement patient safety surveys. The reasons include, for example, evaluating the “current status of patient safety culture” and investigating temporal changes in patient safety culture. [18] If the purpose of a survey is to assess the current status of patient safety culture, “current” implies a finite population, because the interest centers on a particular group of individuals at a particular point in time. An example of this situation is described by Baldwin et al.’s [19] study of a national survey of postgraduate year 1 and 2 residents of their learning and work environments, in which a random sample of the population of residents (N = 6106) was drawn (Table 1-Situation 1: finite population with sampling).

For our simulated example, consider the proportion of hospital staff that agree or strongly agree with the following statement: *We are actively doing things to improve patient safety*. Assume that we desire to calculate the sample size needed for a two-sided 95% confidence
interval with a width of 10 percentage points. To be conservative (maximum sample size needed), we assume that the true proportion will be approximately 50%. Table 2 illustrates the procedure for three different finite population sizes. The sample sizes were first calculated using non-finite population formulas. These sample sizes were then adjusted for the FPC by the following formula:

\[ n_{FPC} = \left[ \left( \frac{n_{no\ FPC}}{N} \right) \left( \frac{N}{n_{no\ FPC} + (N-1)} \right) \right] \]

where \( N \) = size of the population, \( n_{FPC} \) = sample size adjusted for the FPC, and \( n_{no\ FPC} \) = the sample size unadjusted for the FPC [20].

This example illustrates several points. For a finite population, the impact of the correction factor can be quite large. If the number of staff members in the population is 500, it is far less costly to sample 224 of them than the 402 that would appear to be required without the finite adjustment. Even if the population is large, as in the example with 600 staff members, it is still far less costly to sample only 241 employees than to sample 402. Note that even though the sample size is reduced, statistical accuracy is not decreased, as long as the correct analytic procedures are applied.

Note the situation with a staff member population of 200. The required sample size for all of these examples starts with a calculation assuming that the population is infinite—that is, the source of the sample size of 402. For a hospital with only 200 staff members, such a calculation seems meaningless—how could a sample size of 402 staff members (recall that we are looking at current hospital culture) be obtained? Although that question is not an issue in this finite example where the required sample size is calculated as 134, there may be situations where the 200 staff members could be considered as a “sample in time” (say over several months), and our interest lies in changing the future culture, but that is not what is sought in this staff culture assessment. It is worth mentioning, however, that a statistician may be asked to calculate a sample size and then need to explain why the calculated sample is larger than the entire population. The true target of inference must be specified.

4.2. Example 2. Finite Population—Pay for Performance

Pay for performance has become a popular means of renumerating physicians and hospitals [21] and encouraging the provision of high-quality care. Designing a pay-for-performance program for physicians involves choosing measures of performance and time frames for quality assessment. One approach is to specify a threshold of performance, which, when exceeded, generates credit toward a financial reward. An example is the proportion of men and women within a certain age range who have received beta blockers for the recommended time period after a heart attack. Say that a physician receives a bonus if more than 83% of her eligible patients are on the medication during the required time period. As in the previous example, the conceptualization of the population as finite or infinite can make a large difference in the measurement resources, as shown in Table 3.

Again, for a finite population (Table 1—Situation 1: finite population with sampling), the impact of the correction factor can be quite large. If the number of patients in the physician’s panel is 450, it is less costly to sample 213 patients than the 402 that would appear to be required without the finite adjustment. With a 320-member panel, a sample of 402 would not only be inefficient, it would not be possible. As mentioned previously, there may be situations in which the 320 patients could be considered as a “sample in time”. The question is whether the financial reward is viewed as a reward for some very specific time period that has already occurred or, alternatively, as an incentive for future performance as expected from the performance already observed. Both options are possible—after all, those who will work with these data can choose their objective. We believe that it is important

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Population Size: Number of Hospital Employees (N)</th>
<th>Sample Size without FPC (n_{no\ FPC})</th>
<th>Sample Size with FPC (n_{FPC})</th>
<th>Estimated Proportion</th>
<th>Width of Interval (percentage points)</th>
<th>Confidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 p.p.</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 p.p.</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 p.p.</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Finite population patient safety examples.

FPC, finite population correction; p.p., percentage points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Population Size: Number of Patients (N)</th>
<th>Sample Size without FPC (n_{no\ FPC})</th>
<th>Sample Size with FPC (n_{FPC})</th>
<th>Estimated Proportion</th>
<th>Width of Interval (percentage points)</th>
<th>Confidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 p.p.</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 p.p.</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Finite population pay for performance examples.

FPC, finite population correction; p.p., percentage points.
to specify those objectives clearly when a study or program is begun, or there will be confusion about how much data is needed and the study may not be as efficient as it could be.

In a situation like this, electronic data may render moot the question of sampling or use of the full population. It is still important, however, to be clear about the study’s objectives and to be explicit about whether one is working with a sample (in time) or a population.

4.3. Example 3. Finite Population—Chart Review

It is frequently necessary for data abstractors to extract data from medical charts for quality improvement purposes. Reliability of abstractor performance is important. Additionally, inference about a single medical condition may be needed—for example, diabetes or heart disease. In such situations, a sample of records reviewed by a trainee may be compared with records reviewed by other trainees or with a gold standard to ensure minimal abstractor variation and therefore sufficient confidence in the abstraction process. In such a situation it is advisable to construct a sample of charts large enough so that relevant parameters can be estimated with adequate confidence.

Say that the parameter of interest is the percentage of patients’ charts containing a diabetes diagnosis for which the patient’s HbA1c level has been properly monitored. Assume that an expert abstractor has already conducted a review from which we know that the proportion in a particular population of 80 medical charts at one doctor’s office is 75%. We now want to be able to measure the performance of a trainee and we want to be 95% confident that the estimate produced by the work of the trainee is close to the population value of 75%. If a 10 percentage point confidence interval calculated from our sample estimate overlaps the 75% point, we will conclude that the trainee’s work is sufficiently accurate (of course we may have the resources to require a more costly, narrower interval than 10 percentage points). If we ignore the FPC, we would seem to need a sample of approximately 306 charts. As in Example 2, this is illogical, because 306 charts exceeds the actual number of charts in the population of interest. Application of the FPC yields a more reasonable minimum sample size of approximately 64. In this type of example (Table 1-Situation 1: finite population with sampling), there is no ambiguity about whether a finite population correction is needed. The difference in the sample (64 charts) and population size (80 charts) is summarized in Table 4. The cost of reviewing 16 more charts than statistically necessary could be substantial, and larger savings would not be rare.


In some finite population studies, sampling is not an objective. It is necessary to identify all of the individuals so that some action may be taken. For the types of studies described above, typically a sampling frame must be constructed to enumerate all members of the population from which the sample of interest may be drawn. In the beta blocker situations described above, the list of patients constituting the population of interest could be used to identify who had not been treated according to the practice guideline, with the objective of identifying and treating everyone who should have been treated. In another example [22], the objective was to assess, among a finite population of 334 newly hired interns, residents, and fellows, how frequently failures of supervision occurred and what the consequences were. No sampling and no inferential statistics were necessary in this study (Table 1-Situation 2: finite population with no sampling).

4.5. Infinite Population Example—Sampling

Sampling from an infinite population is the model most frequently used, but for the reasons discussed above, this model can be inefficient and inappropriate. In practice, a very large finite population (or when a sample from a finite population is very small relative to the entire population) and an infinite population may be treated similarly when the study objective is analytic. In the first example, if the patient safety survey were to be administered to all the employees of a large hospital chain, rather than to a single small hospital, the difference between a finite and infinite sample size calculation would be negligible. Another example of an infinite population scenario is a survey of patients to identify and report unsafe hospital events; 1764 outpatients and 3198 inpatients were surveyed. Interest centered not only on those patients in particular but also about generalizability, so statistical inference was used (Table 1-Situation 3: infinite population with sampling) [23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Finite population chart review examples.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population Size: Number of Medical Charts (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FPC, finite population correction; p.p., percentage points.
4.6. Discussion

The practitioner must determine how the study will be used. Classical analysis assumes that the data are a simple random sample. Clearly, this assumption is sometimes not met, especially in electronic full datasets (e.g., health care claims databases). Information in such datasets may sometimes be viewed as the entire population (not a sample in any sense), although in some instances, such data may be viewed as a “sample in time”, in which case the data may be considered a simple random sample. For this reason, resampling and hierarchical [16, p. 156] models and other related techniques may become increasingly attractive as alternative means of analyzing both sparse and large full datasets.

The intervention planner must understand that the price of ambiguous objectives can be high. Treating a population as a sample can lead to the erroneous recommendation that the study is not done because of insufficient power. Treating a dataset as a sample can lead to unjustified lack of confidence about the certainty of the results. The conceptual basis for the FPC can, when appropriately applied, provide a rationale for otherwise problematic sampling situations. One reason for the advice to ignore the FPC stems from the time before computing resources were ubiquitous; the FPC should always be considered when appropriate to the situation. No threshold is needed, especially in the medical research context at the design phase, where each additional sampled unit can be quite expensive, and in the analysis phase, where adjustments for the finite population can identify otherwise undiscovered effects.

Not correctly characterizing the data needed as population or sample can cloud the design and analysis plans of a study. The researcher needs to determine whether an existing dataset is a sample from a finite or infinite population. Deming's and Hahn and Meeker's formulations of this problem provide a conceptual framework for addressing these questions.

Whereas designing a study has been the focus of this paper, a parallel case can be made for correctly analyzing data. To obtain the benefit of a correctly designed study, analyses that use the correct variance calculations will enable the researcher to reap the statistical benefit of a smaller sample size. Also, without correct variance calculations, the statistical significance of results will be incorrect, so the services of a consulting statistician are necessary to calculate the correct statistics. The finite population correction sample sizes shown in the examples were obtained using formulas that can be implemented in a spreadsheet in conjunction with commercially available sample size software.

The challenge is to correctly distinguish the situations when an FPC adjustment is necessary from situations when it would be inappropriate. For example, consider the rationale of a study by Coffey et al. [24]:

“[E]ven though the disparities analysis file contains discharges from a finite sample of hospitals, we treat the sample as though it was drawn from an infinite population. We do not employ finite population correction factors in estimating standard errors. We take this approach because we view the outcomes as a result of myriad processes that go into treatment decisions rather than being the result of specific, fixed processes generating outcomes for a specific population and a specific year” [24].

In another example, Elliott et al. [16] make a case against using the FPC in certain situations. For example, they feel that “the greater claims of precision when using FPSM [finite population sampling model] estimators are not justified by additional information or statistical efficiency, but rather by changing the question that is being asked.” Furthermore, they believe that:

“FPC-based approaches would under represent the uncertainty in data for small facilities with high (possibly 100%) sampling rates, misleading users into thinking that such a facility would be likely to provide below average (or above-average) care to them...”

These concerns may be consistent with our assertion that it is critical to be clear about what question is actually being asked. When that is done, there should not be a “changing” of the question. In order to assist the intervention planner, we provide a checklist.

If the quality improvement practitioner does not consider a population as finite when appropriate, a sample size calculation may yield a sample that is larger than the actual population. Additionally, a practitioner may not benefit from the smaller sample size achievable when, in small populations, the FPC should be applied.

The use of electronic records changes, but does not eliminate, many of the issues addressed in this paper. As described above, a full electronic database will still need to be viewed in the context of a sample or a population to be correctly analyzed. If such a database is treated as a sample, the issue of whether it is a sample from a finite or infinite population still needs to be addressed. Alternatively, the database may be viewed as a population, in which case the study might be enumerative.

4.7. Study Design Checklist for Assessing Appropriateness of FPC

1) Does the study involve taking a sample from a large finite target population for which enumerative inferences are needed? Sampling, inference, and the FPC are needed.
The larger the sample relative to the target population, the more useful the FPC (Situation 1).

2) Is the population finite and the study objective enumerative? If so, a complete enumerative count is needed so that all of the items of interest can be repaired or modified, and while quantitative descriptions may be necessary, sampling, statistical inference and the FPC are not (Situation 2).

3) Is the target population of interest perceived as infinite? Such populations are “conceptual populations” [10, p. 3] or “processes” [10, p. 5]. An analytic approach would be implemented with sampling, inference, but no FPC calculation (Situation 3).

One line of future research on this topic could involve a systematic review of a sample of articles involving finite population considerations regarding quality improvement. For example, the review could explore which articles define their populations as finite and which do not, then document the rationale in each case (e.g., evaluative purpose, limitation to particular hospitals or practices).

5. Conclusion

It is to the intervention planner’s advantage to make the right decision about whether to sample or, in contrast, whether to study a complete population. By clearly specifying the objectives of a study and considering explicitly whether the data are a sample or a population, the practitioner may be able to design a more efficient study and thereby lower data collection costs and conserve resources. This article builds upon the conceptual framework pioneered by Deming and others by providing applications of that framework to common health care sampling problems in the form of three situation, several examples, and an algorithm. These tools can help the intervention planner determine how to choose the correct sampling design, how to conceptualize the study, and whether or not to apply the FPC. In conclusion, use of the study classification algorithm (Figure 1) guides the intervention planner with respect to use or non-use of the FPC. As important, the algorithm helps the planner decide whether, conceptually, the study is analytic or enumerative, with important implications for design and analysis.
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